10 Laws of Success
1. Be Punctual
Ninety percent of success is showing up. For instance, imagine that you have a fighting chance of
winning a 100-meter dash that would secure you a scholarship. If you show up to the race two
minutes late, you lose.
2. Always Add Value
Those who add value to a situation are always sought after, like your uncle who has lots of tools or
your friend who is good at fixing computers. Your relatives, friends, and co-workers will value you
and speak highly of you to others if you offer them something they want or need.
3. Build a Strong Network
As you build your career, make sure you build a strong network of friends, advisors, and professional
associates. The most successful people have the biggest networks, which include influencers who
have the wherewithal to help them achieve their goals.
4. Study and Model Successful People
Read about successful people you admire and how they achieved their goals, so you can model their
behavior. It sounds simple, but it works.
5. Get Educated
Get an education in order to acquire fundamental skills that will enable you to succeed in your
endeavors. Formal study, industry-specific training, and mentoring are a winning combination.
6. Aim High
If you pursue your goals using these laws of success, you will most likely succeed. Don’t worry about
the negative things that people say. Make big plans and strive to be the best you can be. Why
become the king of a hill when you could become the king of a mountain?
7. Become a Master Communicator
The ability to convey, express, and sell your ideas to others is essential to your success. You must
communicate effectively in order to successfully sell yourself and your ideas.
8. Don’t Give Up
No matter how tough a situation becomes, don’t give up. A quitter will never win and a winner will
never quit. The moment you give up is the moment you lose. Giving up puts all of your good efforts
to waste, so stay in the game. Keep fighting and you’ll win!!!
9. Plan and Take Action
You need to create a roadmap to reach your destiny that will serve as your plan of action. Do
something every day, no matter how small, to get one step closer to reaching your goals. If you do
nothing, you’ll get nowhere.
10. Believe
One of the most powerful tips for becoming successful in life is to believe that you’ll achieve your
goals. If you do not believe in yourself, you will never make it. Remember the young man who came
from a broken home and made it all the way to the White House chanting, “Yes, we can”? If you
believe in yourself and your ability to reach every goal you set forth, you’re sure to succeed!
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